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Luxembourg,
a place to build

Luxembourg represents
a great opportunity
for large projects.”
Nico Steinmetz

The President of LUCA (Luxembourg
Center for Architecture) tells us about
the latest developments and ongoing
and upcoming changes in the field of
urban planning in the Grand Duchy.

As the President of LUCA, how do
you interpret the changes in
Luxembourg City?
Important changes have occurred over the past twenty
years, even though they have not always been visible. Despite
the strong economic growth experienced by Luxembourg
recently, urban planning in the country has not reflected
this success. Consequently, major initiatives have been
undertaken since then. Changes are underway, such as for
instance the Neudorf or Hesperange peripheral stations,
which is proof that the City is furthering its development
through the reorganisation of public transport.
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In your opinion, what does
Luxembourg represent for foreign
architects?
Luxembourg represents a great opportunity for large
projects. Large firms carry out many projects, although
achieving success in the Grand Duchy does not yet amount
to a milestone equivalent to "I built in New York or in London".
To understand the dynamics involved, let's consider, for
instance, the land in Kirchberg that belongs to the state; to
buy a space, you must launch a public tender and present
your financial planning not to mention a high quality
architectural project. However, in choosing the architect,
promoters tend to opt for internationally renowned architects.

I call this "the Bilbao effect": promoters want to link a great
name to their projects, like the Spanish modern art museum
built by Frank Gehry. I deplore the idea that an international
architect will do better than a local architect. Why not rather
look for "the Beaubourg effect"? Rogers and Piano, the
architects behind the famous Beaubourg museum, were
young and little known when they won the tender, they were
no star architects!
How do the big names in
international and Luxembourg
architecture coexist?
Today, we are indeed lucky, especially in Kirchberg, to have
constructions built by architects based in Luxembourg right
next to structures created by international architects such as
I. M. Pei, de Portzamparc and Meier. Great names often
establish partnerships with local architectural consultants in
order to receive assistance in respect of regulatory aspects,
specifications, bid solicitations and site follow-ups. Foreign
architects have transformed the local scene through
remarkable achievements: I am thinking in particular of the
Philharmonie. For the general public and professionals, these
accomplishments have raised awareness of the nature of
high-level architecture. In the future, I am sure that local
architects will also secure wonderful projects and that they
will successfully challenge the world’s best abroad.
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